Overall Site Plan

**TT Buckingham Reserve Playground**

Sandridge Avenue, Port Melbourne VIC

- Proposed playground, refer to Drawing CP02
- Proposed half court
- Proposed removable junior footy goals
- Current entry to be removed and relocated to corner of Dunstan Parade and Enterprise Avenue.
- New 20m long cricket wicket with 28m - 30m boundaries.
- Proposed timber logs for seating and play
- Proposed pathways
- Proposed tree planting
- Existing site trees to be retained

Legend

- New entry
- Refurbish Lind Avenue entry with improved path system and planter bed
- Retain gathering area location with timber log seating. Provide new platform deck.
- Proposed timber logs for seating and play
- Proposed playground, refer to Drawing CP02
- Proposed pathways
- Proposed tree planting
- Existing site trees to be retained
TT Buckingham Reserve Playground
Sandridge Avenue, Port Melbourne VIC

Proposed Design Features

1. Path connection to Lind Avenue.
2. Junior swing frame with basket and toddler seats.
3. Logs and rock edging for play.
4. Seating areas with pram parking.
5. Low ball basket.
7. New trees with log edging for seating.
8. Social spinner.
9. Garden bed with run trough paths on existing mound.
10. Feature play structure with a variety of progressive play equipment such as; slides, climbing nets, climbing walls, bridges, monkey bars, track glide, balance pommels, tunnels, interactive panels and cubby play under decks to suit users of different abilities.
11. Seating areas with pram parking.
12. Low ball basket.
13. Artwork on ground.
14. Feature log in lawn area.
15. Double flying fox with one inclusive harness and stepped impact attenuating synthetic embankment.
16. Senior swings frame to match current swing frame height.
17. Garden bed with run trough paths on existing mound.
18. Feature play structure with a variety of progressive play equipment such as; slides, climbing nets, climbing walls, bridges, monkey bars, track glide, balance pommels, tunnels, interactive panels and cubby play under decks to suit users of different abilities.
19. Sand play area with an accessible raised table, rock and log edging.
20. Gathering area with overhead shelter and picnic tables with a variety of seating arrangements to suit different users.
21. Senior swings frame to match current swing frame height.
22. Artwork on ground.
23. Double flying fox with one inclusive harness and stepped impact attenuating synthetic embankment.
24. Feature log in lawn area.
25. Drinking fountain.
27. Relocated seat overlooking reserve.
28. Half basketball court with noise reducing backboard, seating and four square and hopscotch linemarking.
29. Path connection to Sandridge Avenue.